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Use Case 1 - Multiple models each representing a single real-world assets (‘physical system’)

Assets are predominately in the utilisation or support phase of their life-cycle
Can exist earlier, in production phase or extended to retirement phase  

Not created prior to production as ‘physical system’ does not yet exist 

Classic example is aero-engine where ‘digital twin’ exists for each engine in service 
Each ‘digital twin' is updated (in as close to real-time as possible) with measurable operating data from ‘physical system’ 

Data that is unmeasurable in the ‘physical system’ is then observed in ‘digital twin’ Primarily used for reliability and safety purposes

Use Case 2 - Single model representing a prototypical real-world asset

‘digital twin’ is subjected to either extreme or ‘normal’ patterns of usage based on either real historical or predicted future data

Analysis is performed quicker than real time and is only limited by processing power and availability of scenario data You can’t try a scenario nobody has yet thought of!

As with UC1, the purpose is determine parameters that can’t be directly measured in a ‘physical twin’ Either because

Not possible to measure

Too risky (cost, safety, security, other?)

Too slow in realtime

This is analogous to “airplane zero” in aviation

A completed airframe is held within the factory and exposed to the stresses and strains of normal operation

Time between operating cycles 
of this ‘physical twin’ are shorter 
than the in-service airframes

The result is that failures should appear in ‘physical-
twin’ before common failures appear in the in-
service ones. 

Other Use Cases May exist (or are claimed) but we need to review 
Some just look like system models Especially where there is an absence of any ‘twinning’ i.e. synchronisation between a model and its subject

‘digital twin’ is sometimes used for what we believe is a ‘digital thread’

Digital Thread
The idea that multiple models throughout the system life-cycle are connected by common concepts and/or data 

Tracing the relationships between models shows a common ‘digital thread’ from concept to retirement

MBSE Model

Represents the complete system life-cycleFrom concept to retirement

Can include any of Martin’s 7 SystemsNot just the ‘solution’

May depict each system at a different level of abstraction

Conceptual

Architecture

Logical Design

Usually doesn’t include physical design as this within the domain of the various disciplines and not system engineersThe boundary is subjective

Model elements representing ‘realised systems’ are only generally created to illustrate specific scenarios or configurations
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